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Abstract— Data clustering is a data analysis technique that 

groups data based on a measure of similarity. When data is 

well clustered the similarities between the objects in the 

same group are high, while the similarities between objects 

in different groups are low. The data clustering technique is 

widely applied in a variety of areas such as bioinformatics, 

image segmentation and market research. Almost all of the 

well-known clustering algorithms require input parameters 

which are hard to determine but have a significant influence 

on the clustering result. There are many methods to find 

arbitrary shaped clusters. DBSCAN (Density Based Spatial 

Clustering with Noise) is an example of clustering 

algorithms. This method is able to not only detect 

communities of arbitrary size and shape, but also identify 

hubs and outliers. However, it needs user to specify a 

minimum similarity Ɛ and a minimum cluster size μ to 

define clusters, and is sensitive to the parameter Ɛ which is 

hard to determine. To overcome this method, proposed a 

novel density based network clustering method called graph-

based clustering (gClu). The main objective of the proposed 

system is to form clusters from a core connected tree with 

maximum accuracy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many real-world networks possess an intrinsic community 

structure, such as large social networks, Web graphs, and 

biological networks. A community (also referred to as 

cluster) is typically thought of as a group of vertices with 

dense connections within groups and relatively sparse 

connections between groups as well. Since clustering is an 

important technique for mining the intrinsic community 

structure in networks, it has become an important problem 

in a number of fields, ranging from social network analysis 

to image segmentation and from analyzing biological 

networks to the circuit layout problem [3]. Cluster analysis 

or clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a 

way that objects in the same group are more similar to each 

other than to those in other groups. Cluster analysis itself is 

not one specific algorithm, but the general task to be solved. 

It can be achieved by various algorithms that differ 

significantly in their notion of what constitutes a cluster and 

how to efficiently find them. 

Popular notions of clusters include groups with 

small distances among the cluster members, dense areas of 

the data space, intervals or particular statistical distributions. 

Clustering can therefore be formulated as a multi-objective 

optimization problem. The appropriate clustering algorithm 

and parameter settings depend on the individual data set and 

intended use of the results. Cluster analysis as such is not an 

automatic task, but an iterative process of knowledge 

discovery or interactive multi-objective optimization that 

involves trial and failure. It will often be necessary to 

modify data pre-processing and model parameters until the 

result achieves the desired properties. 

Density based clustering methods are the most 

popular and used for obtaining arbitrary shaped clusters. In 

density-based clustering, clusters are defined as areas of 

higher density than the remainder of the data set. Objects in 

these sparse areas - that are required to separate clusters - 

are usually considered to be noise and border points. 

Density-based Clustering Methods: Density-based clustering 

approaches (e.g., DBSCAN [1] and OPTICS [2]) have been 

widely used in data mining owing to their ability of finding 

clusters of arbitrary shape even in the presence of noise. 

The graph-based clustering (gclu) is the extension 

of Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications With 

Noise (DBSCAN). The main objective of the proposed 

system is to form clusters from a core connected tree with 

maximum accuracy. This system may also can be used to 

detects hubs and outliers. Hubs are components that used to 

connect two clusters and outliers are the vertices which are 

not belonging to any cluster. There are many phases for the 

proposed system. Constructing a Core Connected Tree 

based on the datasets. By using this graph entire clustering is 

performed. This system can also use for hierarchical 

clustering. 

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: 

Section II gives the details about DBSCAN. Section III 

describes the proposed method in detail. Section IV 

specifies the results obtained. Finally, Section V concludes 

the paper. 

II. DENSITY BASED SPATIAL CLUSTERING OF APPLICATIONS 

WITH NOISE 

Density based clustering methods are the most     popular 

and used for obtaining arbitrary shaped clusters. Given a set 

of points in some space, it groups together points that are 

closely packed together (points with many nearby 

neighbors), marking as outliers points that lie alone in low-

density regions (whose nearest neighbors are too far away). 

DBSCAN is one of the most common clustering algorithms 

and also most cited in scientific literature [7].  

In density-based clustering, clusters are defined as 

areas of higher density than the remainder of the data set. 

Objects in these sparse areas - that are required to separate 

clusters - are usually considered to be noise and border 

points. The most popular density based clustering method is 

DBSCAN. In contrast to many newer methods, it features a 

well-defined cluster model called "density-reachability". 

Similar to linkage based clustering, it is based on connecting 

points within certain distance thresholds. However, it only 

connects points that satisfy a density criterion, in the 

original variant defined as a minimum number of other 

objects within this radius . In 2014, the algorithm was 

awarded the test of time award (an award given to 

algorithms which have received substantial attention in 

theory and practice) at the leading data mining conference, 
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KDD[7].Consider a set of points in some space to be 

clustered. For the purpose of DBSCAN clustering, the 

points are classified as core points, (density-)reachable 

points and outliers, as follows: 

 A point p is a core point if at least minPts points are 

within distance ε of it, and those points are said to be 

directly reachable from p. No points are directly 

reachable from a non-core point. 

 A point q is reachable from p if there is a path p1, ..., 

pn with p1 = p and pn = q, where each pi+1 is directly 

reachable from pi (so all the points on the path must be 

core points, with the possible exception of q). 

 All points not reachable from any other point are 

outliers. 

Now if p is a core point, then it forms a cluster 

together with all points (core or non-core) that are 

reachable from it. Each cluster contains at least one core 

point; non-core points can be part of a cluster, but they 

form its "edge", since they cannot be used to reach more 

points.DBSCAN requires two parameters: ε (eps) and the 

minimum number of points required to form a dense region 

(minPts). It starts with an arbitrary starting point that has 

not been visited. This point's ε-neighborhood is retrieved, 

and if it contains sufficiently many points, a cluster is 

started. Otherwise, the point is labelled as noise. If a point 

is found to be a dense part of a cluster, its ε-neighbourhood 

is also part of that cluster. Hence, all points that are found 

within the ε-neighbourhood are added, as is their own ε-

neighbourhood when they are also dense. This process 

continues until the density-connected cluster is completely 

found. Then, a new unvisited point is retrieved and 

processed, leading to the discovery of a further cluster or 

noise. 

 
Fig. 1: DBSCAN Clustering 

Figure 1 shows the clustering obtained for the Ɛ value 0.5 

and the minPts 10. The O represents the outliers or noise, 

which are not included in any clusters.  

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

Let G=(V, E, w) be a weighted undirected network, where V 

is a set of vertices, E a set of edges and w a function that 

assigns each edge a positive number as its weight. Our goal 

is to detect all the clusters. 

IV. GRAPH-BASED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

Graph Based Clustering (gClu) is a novel density based 

network clustering method. By using this method the 

sensitive parameter issue of density based clustering 

methods are solved. The parameter values are calculated 

automatically by the system by using the algorithm. 

Density-based cluster can be determined by a set of cores (a 

special class of vertices that have a minimum neighbours 

with a structural similarity exceeding the threshold) 

embedded in it uniquely. Once all the components of 

connected cores have been detected, all clusters can be 

obtained. Accordingly, the problem of detecting clusters for 

a certain value of parameter in an undirected network can be 

converted to find core-connected components in it. A core-

connected maximal spanning tree (CCMST)[5] is prepared 

in advance which contains the necessary information for 

extracting the density-based clustering for various values of 

Ɛ. Then the proposed algorithm graph skeleton-based 

clustering (gSkeletonClu) is performed on the spanning tree 

of the original network. It can select the parameter Ɛ 

automatically by using a cluster validity measure.  

For the working of the algorithm, uses many 

preliminaries to calculate different similarity values. First of 

all we have to find the structure neighbourhood of a vertex. 

A similarity function can be employed to measure the local 

connectivity density of any two adjacent vertices in a 

network. A type of widely used similarity function is based 

on common neighbourhood (e.g., Cosine and Jaccard). After 

obtaining the neighbourhood next is to find the core 

element. Once core element is found, structure reachability 

and directly structure vertices are determined. The figure 2 

shows the relationship of structure reachable and structure 

connectivity between vertices. 

 
Fig. 2: Relationship between structure reachable and 

structure connectivity 

CCMST(Core Connected Maximal Spanning Tree ) 

is  constructed after finding the core connectivity similarity. 

Attaching borders to the cluster is an important step in the 

procedure of finding clusters. The threshold value is 

determined automatically. This method is used to find the 

hierarchical structure as well as hubs and outliers.Input of 

the algorithm is vertices, edges, weight and two parameters. 

First finding the structure neighbourhood of each vertices by 

considering the threshold values of Ɛ and μ. Then apply any 

similarity function (eg: Jaccard, Cosine) to find the 

similarities between two vertices. Inorder to consider a 

vertex as a core several values should be calculated and also 

it must satisfy some criteria. 

σ(u,v) =
∑ 𝑤(𝑢,𝑥).𝑤(𝑣,𝑥)𝑥𝜖Г(𝑢)ᴖГ(𝑣)

√∑ 𝑤2
𝑥𝜖Г(𝑢) (𝑢,𝑥).√∑ 𝑤2(𝑣,𝑥)𝑥𝜖Г(𝑣)

 

Finding the core connectivity similarity values of 

each core is one of the difficult step while implementing the 

algorithm. If a node satisfy the minimum threshold value 

then it can be said as a core.Next is to construct CCMST 

based on the core connectivity similarity values. 

Algorithm: 

Input: CCMST obtained  

Output: Set of clusters , CR= { } 

1. Start 
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2. While AIQ.getHead().KeyValue≥Ɛ do 

3. (p,q,KeyValue)= AIQ.popHead(); 

4. if {p} ϵ CR then 

5. C [ q ] =  C[ c ] U {p} 

6. CR= CR – {p}; 

7. End if 

8. End while 

9. N=ϕ; 

10. for each C ϵ CR  do 

11. if  |C | =1 then 

     CR =CR-{C}; 

      N =N U C; 

12. end if 

13. end for 

14. return CR and N; 

The core connectivity similarity values stored in a 

queue in the decreasing order. For each Ɛ values finding the 

clusters which satisfy the criteria. Changes in  Ɛ values give 

different clusters. Sometimes one vertex included in one 

cluster will be included in another cluster when the value 

changes. The border of each cluster also finds out. Even 

though the clusters are formed next step is to check the size 

of the cluster. Because sometimes there will be only one 

node in a cluster. Then we cannot consider it as a cluster 

because to become a cluster there should be more than one 

element in the group. Cluster means group of similar objects 

in which intra similarity within a cluster is high and inters 

similarity between two clusters is very low. After 

implementing above procedure we get clusters which are 

correctly grouped, hubs and outliers. The node which does 

not include in any group and used to connect two clusters 

are treated as hubs and outliers are the components that does 

not belongs to any group. 

V. RESULTS 

The dataset used for implementation is NCAA college-

football network. NCAA college-football is a social network 

with communities (or conferences) of American college 

football teams which represents the schedule of Division I-A 

games for year 2,000 season. The figure 3 is the system 

interface .By clicking on the load database button the user 

can upload the datasets that is going to use for clustering. 

 
Fig. 3: Input interface 

The user can specify the threshold value that 

should satisfy a node to become a core. 

 
Fig.4: Core Connected Graph 

 
Fig. 5: CCMST of the Network 

Once the CCMST is constructed forming clusters 

for different values of  Ɛ. The nodes which are not included 

in any cluster is considered as hubs or outliers. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The density-based network clustering method is able to not 

only detect communities of arbitrary size and shape, but also 

identify hubs and outliers implemented .But it requires 

manual parameter specification to define clusters, and is 

sensitive to the parameter of density threshold which is 

difficult to determine. When a very small change in 

threshold value will effect the entire clustering structure. 

Sometimes outliers may include in the cluster. Graph-Based 

Clustering method overcomes this drawback. The parameter 

value is automatically selected and based on the value 

perform grouping. The algorithm can also detect the hubs 

and outliers from the network. Implementation shows that 

structural clustering results on the tree are equal to that on 

the original network. The CCMST can also be used for 

hierarchical clustering. 
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